
TEAM HANDBALL STUDY GUIDE 

History 

Team Handball originated in Denmark and Germany in the 1900’s, and recognizes over 140 countries as 

members for the International Handball Federation. Team Handball is a fairly simple game which makes 

it possible to enjoy playing fairly soon. Team Handball is an Olympic Sport. 

The game combines basic skills of running, jumping, catching, and throwing, goal tending and strategies 

into a continuous, fastmoving sport which makes it a good activity for cardiovascular fitness.  

The game combines skills from soccer, basketball, football and hockey. 

Basic Rules 

 The objective of the game is to score a goal by passing the ball quickly and throwing the ball past 

the defense and goalie and into the goal. Man-to-man and zone defensive strategies are 

applied. 

 A regulation game is played on a floor that is slightly larger than a basketball court. 

 Each successful goal is worth 1 point.  

 The game is started with a jump ball--- the team that retains possession begins the game by 

passing to a teammate.  

 Official Team Handball Teams consist of 7 players (6 court players and one goalkeeper) 

 The rule of 3 consists of: 3 seconds, 3 dribbles, and 3 steps. 

 

Court Players are allowed to: 

1. Hold the ball without moving for three seconds 

2. Run with the ball for up to three steps before and after dribbles.  

3. Dribble the ball for an unlimited amount of time.  

4. Pass and shoot 

 

Court Players are not allowed to: 

1. Kick the ball  

2. Double Dribble (dribble, stop, dribble again) 

3. Endanger an opponent with the ball  

4. Pull, hit, or punch the ball out of the hands of an opponent  

5. Step on or across the goal area line 

An infraction results in being removed from the game for 2 minutes on their first offense and taken out 

for any penalties after. All fouls are rewarded with a penalty shot. 



Goalies are allowed to: 

1. Defend the goal using hands, feet and body.  

2. Take more than 3 steps when carrying the ball  

3. Hold the ball longer than 3 seconds.  

 

Goalies are not allowed to: 

1. Leave the goal area.  

2. Pick up a ball outside the goal area. 

An infraction by the goalie will result in a penalty throw.  

 

Goal Area Rules 

1. Only the goalie is allowed inside the goal area and there must be a goalkeeper at all times.  

2. Players may jump into the goal area if they release the ball before landing in the area.  

3. A ball in the goal area belongs to the goalie unless it is in the air. 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

FITNESS 

FREQUENCY --- how often your exercise 

INTENSITY --- how hard you exercise 

TIME --- how long you exercise for 

TYPE --- what kind of exercise you do  

The Karvonen Formula is a mathematical formula that helps you determine your target heart rate (HR) 

training zone.  

The formula uses maximum and resting heart rate with the desired training intensity to get a target 

heart rate.  

(220 – Age = Max Heart Rate) x .60 or .80 

 

 


